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Abstract 

Came From Nothing is an interactive documentary that chronicles the incredible life story of Benjamin 
"Big Mouth Ben" Graham, an entrepreneur and motivational entertainer in Atlanta's Historic Sweet 
Auburn community. Big Mouth Ben overcame 17 years of addiction and homelessness on Auburn 
Avenue to open, together with his wife Tanya, a convenience store just two blocks from the same bridge 
under which he once slept. In the spring of 2017, as part of a design and social justice project studio 
course taught by Professor Nassim JafariNaimi titled "Sweet Auburn, Birthplace of Ideas," I and another 
student set out to capture Ben and Tanya's story in the narrative form of a feature-length documentary 
film. The film project was successful, premiering to over 100 people from the Sweet Auburn community 
on May 4th, 2017, at The APEX Museum, and more recently inspiring hundreds of other people through 
subsequent screenings at Fulton County Drug Court. With this project, I aim to deepen and expand the 
narrative’s potential to sustainably advance social justice through the theoretical concept of storytelling 
by designing an interactive version of the documentary. The resulting digital application creates a new 
experience for the narrative’s audiences, affording them agency in their interactions with it, educating 
them about its issues, and providing them tools to take action in response to it. By engaging these 
audiences with multimedia forms of its content and employing the capabilities of the digital medium to 
enhance the effectiveness of that engagement, the interactive documentary highlights the nuances of 
the narrative and enriches their understanding of its complexities. Additionally, a physical installation of 
the digital application in Ben and Tanya’s store serves as a lasting, beneficial reference piece and content 
source to accompany their ongoing verbal representations of their story.  
 
 
Background 

The story of this project begins with 

a complicated issue: the relationship 

between design and social justice. 

Institutionally-backed design projects are 

too often developed and implemented 

without the necessary level of commitment, 

in terms of relationships with people and 
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their communities, to actually advance justice or leave a lasting positive impact on those people and 

communities. Students working on social justice projects graduate, faculty members move on to new 

projects, funding sources change or are depleted, and people and their communities are left somewhat 

abandoned, without justice being tangibly advanced through the project work completed up to that 

point. 

In the spring of 2017, I was part of 

a group of students who participated in a 

pair of courses taught by Professor 

Nassim JafariNaimi that set out to 

address this issue. The courses (LMC 

6748 – Critical Theory, Social Justice, & 

Philosophy of Design and LMC 6650 – 

Project Studio: “Sweet Auburn, Birthplace 

of Ideas”) combined a seminar-style 

examination of the theoretical 

underpinnings of the concept of justice 

with a project studio focusing on opportunities to advance social justice through design in the context of 

the historic Sweet Auburn community just east of Downtown Atlanta. I was initially drawn to this pair of 

course offerings because I was broadly interested in the concept of justice. I wanted to learn about 

practical ways that I could take action to advance justice, and wanted answers to general questions such 

as, “What can I do in the Atlanta community here and now to advance social justice?” At the same time, 

I was a digital media student looking for an opportunity to use my particular set of digital skills for good. 

I was driven additionally by a more specific question: “As a digital media student, how can I advance 

social justice through design in the context of the Sweet Auburn community?” 

In search of answers to these questions, I took a walk down Auburn Avenue one warm February 

afternoon. While strolling along, I noticed a yellow bicycle set up in front of a small convenience store 

adorned with a sign that read, “Come inside to hear my story.” In pursuit of justice and eager to begin 

making connections with Auburn Avenue residents, I obliged the request on the sign and entered the 
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store. Inside the store I met its owner, Benjamin Graham, a.k.a. “BigMouthBen.” Within minutes I was 

listening to Ben recount virtually his entire life story; an incredible, inspiring story to say the least. 

Prior to becoming an entrepreneur 

on Auburn Avenue, Ben battled 17 years of 

addiction and homelessness on that same 

street. During that time, he worked as a 

garbage collector, and in a freak accident 

was struck by a garbage truck and nearly 

killed. The injury landed him in a 

wheelchair, and during his recovery he 

decided to begin selling water and snacks 

around the neighborhood out of the 

wheelchair’s cargo basket. Once he had 

healed enough to get out of the wheelchair, he moved his new business to a bike, which he rode all over 

the Sweet Auburn community and Georgia State’s campus, playing music and selling drinks and snacks. 

Though his business was successful, he was still struggling with addiction and remained homeless. 

Following what he calls a “spiritual awakening,” and a long process of rehabilitation and recovery, he 

became sober and was able to move the business into a small storefront on Auburn Avenue. He later 

moved “BigMouthBen’s Convenience Store” to a larger storefront on the same block, which is where I 

met him. Together, he and his wife Tanya now run the store, where they give out free water and other 

supplies to the homeless in the neighborhood, in addition to selling convenience items. They have also 

founded a non-profit, Motivation Forward, that assists others dealing with addiction and homelessness, 

providing them with the resources and support they need to get off the street.  

Hearing his story and observing the passion and eagerness with which he recounted it, I quickly 

realized that I had discovered the opportunity I was looking for to advance social justice in the Sweet 

Auburn community by helping him share that story. Over the course of that semester, I set out with my 

project partner Ali Yildirim, an undergraduate History and Sociology major, to capture Benjamin and 

Tanya Graham’s story in the narrative form of a feature-length documentary film. It was an ambitious 

project that presented us with many challenges, but at the end of the semester we held a premiere 
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screening of the film to over 100 of our, Ben’s, and Tanya’s 

friends and family at The APEX Museum on Auburn Avenue. 

The following semester we held additional screenings for 

hundreds of other people going through programs at Fulton 

County Drug Court. In the end, we felt that the documentary 

was a success, and that we had truly, at least in some small 

way, advanced justice on Auburn Avenue by spreading hope 

and inspiration through Ben and Tanya’s story. 

However, as I moved further into my second and 

final year of the Digital Media master’s program, I reflected 

increasingly on the original issue of commitment to social 

justice and to leaving a lasting positive impact on people 

and their community. I was in search of a direction for my 

master project, as well as a plan to ensure that my work 

with Ben and Tanya on the documentary was not one-

dimensional in its advancement of justice. The film was 

inspiring, but the question at hand was, “Is that enough?” Did producing an inspiring portrayal of their 

story sustainably advance social justice in their lives and in the Sweet Auburn community as a whole? 

Nassim and I sensed that the short answer to these questions was, “No.” Ultimately, the documentary 

film was limited in its ability to sustainably advance social justice by the inherent constraints of its form. I 

recognized the potential to better communicate the nuances, complexities, and societal realities at work 

in Ben and Tanya’s story, and set out to do so. The question guiding my master project work became, 

“How do I sustain the advancement of social justice through this project?” That question led me to 

ground my work on this project in the theoretical concept of storytelling. 

 

 

Research & Concept 

Nassim JafariNaimi’s own work has recently examined the act of storytelling as a tool for 

initiating and/or advancing social justice. In her article Doing Justice to Stories, Nassim writes that stories 
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have the potential to advance social justice by enabling 

communities to tell stories of strife and hardship, 

alleviating some of the isolating aspects of individual 

experiences, creating a sense of community and 

solidarity, humanizing marginalized communities, and 

securing resources to help communities make 

necessary changes.1 However, she also highlights the 

numerous ways that storytelling potentially falls short 

as a tool for the advancement of social justice, writing 

“It is my fear and concern that the capacity to record, 

archive, and share stories—partly proliferated through 

the availability of digital technologies—can render 

them flat or, even worse, turn them into 

commodities.” She continues, “Digital technologies fail 

as ‘solutions’ to the often-systemic socio-economic-political barriers that communities face.”2 

Other scholars offer similar critiques of storytelling as a social justice methodology. In his book 

Letting Stories Breathe, Arthur W. Frank writes, “Stories inform in the sense of providing information, 

but more significantly, stories give form—temporal and spatial orientation, coherence, meaning, 

intention, and especially boundaries—to lives that inherently lack form. How stories inform lives can be 

a gift or a danger.”3 This concept helped me understand and appreciate that in the context of portraying 

Ben and Tanya’s story, there was a danger of oversimplifying and/or underrepresenting any number of 

its complex realities to a negative effect. As a stranger to the Auburn Avenue community, it was 

additionally my responsibility to take measures to ensure that my presence and activities within the 

community were not damaging. Linda Tuhiwai Smith’s book Decolonizing Methodologies significantly 

guided my approach to the project in this regard. In it she writes that there is no difference between the 

potential negative impact of formal, “scientific” research, and any other exploration by “inquisitive and 

acquisitive strangers.”4 

My research into the concepts illuminated by the writings of these scholars provided the 

theoretical framework within which I began the design process for this project. I decided to employ the 
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capabilities of the digital medium to create an interactive version of the documentary film, with the 

goals of: 

A. Engaging audiences with multimedia forms of content to highlight the nuances of the 

narrative and enrich their understanding of its complexities. 

and 

B. Providing audiences agency in their experiences with the narrative, educating them about its 

real-world issues, and providing them tools to take action in response to it. 

The overall objective of the project became to design and build an interactive documentary application 

that would harness the power of storytelling to advance social justice. To do so, I determined that the 

application would need to be simultaneously experiential, educational, and actionable. 

 

 

Physical Installation 

Another key objective for the project driven by Smith’s Decolonizing Methodologies 

Framework was for the final digital interactive artifact to have a lasting, beneficial presence in Ben and 

Tanya’s lives and in the Sweet Auburn community. Smith writes that research processes and deliverables 

are often worthless to the “subjects” of the research and ultimately useful only to the external 

researcher wielding them as instruments.5 Not wanting the deliverable to become merely an instrument 

toward building my portfolio and 

earning my degree, I decided to 

work toward avoiding the type of 

result Smith writes about by 

designing and installing a 

permanent installation of the digital 

interactive documentary artifact in 

Ben and Tanya’s store, with the 

goal of making the deliverable 

useful to Ben, Tanya, and their 

community. The installation has 
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largely been successful, as it has provided Ben and Tanya with a new and lasting reference piece and 

content source to accompany their ongoing oral representations of their story for store visitors as well 

as community members. The installation consists of an iPad, on which the application is open and 

running, mounted kiosk-style on a stand at the entrance to their store. The stand is secured to the floor 

and the iPad is locked inside for security.  A poster next to the stand introduces visitors to the basic 

concept of the project and application. Beyond that, visitors are free to interact with the application at 

their leisure. 

 

 

Design Decisions 

The linear narrative form of the original documentary film was limited by constraints that the 

interactive narrative form of the digital application is not. I therefore designed the interactive 

application to take advantage of the practical and conceptual capabilities of the digitally interactive 

form. The design decisions that I made based on those capabilities were all informed by the theoretical 

framework of storytelling as a method of advancing social justice. 

 

First, the linear documentary film form did not accommodate varying attention spans and topical 

interest levels among audiences. The interactive form afforded me the opportunity to address this issue 

by dividing the narrative into three distinct story arcs: 

1. A story of triumph over 

addiction and 

homelessness. 

 

2. A story of hope through 

love and music. 

 

3. A story of justice for all 

then and now. 
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This information architecture reduces the time commitment required by the user to advance through a 

single complete narrative within the application and also surfaces varied topical content options to 

better suit the particular interests of diverse audiences. It also provides the user with immediate agency 

over their personal journey through the narrative content. While each story arc is simultaneously 

experiential, educational, and actionable, each has a primary theme. The homelessness and addiction 

arc educates audiences about important and sometimes taboo aspects of many people’s lives. The love 

and hope arc lets audiences experience Ben and Tanya’s lives and develop a better understanding of the 

experiences that shaped them, their store, and their community. The justice and civil rights arc presents 

audiences with clear actions they can take in response to Ben and Tanya’s story and the past and 

present civil rights issues it addresses. 

The decision to divide the narrative 

into three distinct story arcs was informed 

by both Smith’s indigenous project theory of 

testimony and JafariNaimi’s storytelling 

theory of responsiveness. Smith describes 

testimony as “A way of talking about an 

extremely painful event or series of 

events…that provides a structure within 

which events can be related and feelings 

expressed.”6 By giving the project a clearly 

curated organizational structure, I have 

revealed its mediated reality while also providing within this structure a great deal of video content 

featuring both Ben and Tanya giving direct, virtually un-mediated testimony to their experiences. The 

structure helps create amongst audiences an expectation of what type of testimony they will encounter 

within each story arc. In describing responsiveness, JafariNaimi writes, “Instead of a naïve removal of 

self from the scene and a claim to giving voice, we might recognize, acknowledge, and be reflective 

about the very specific positions from which one speaks.”7 Again, by giving the application a mediated 

organizational structure, I am clearly acknowledging my presence within the project and recognizing my 

vulnerability and openness in order to actually collaborate with Ben and Tanya in shaping their story. 
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Second, the linear 

documentary film form did 

not afford the layering of 

content in order to match the 

form of more intimate and 

sensitive narrative sequences 

with the intimacy and 

sensitivity of their content. 

The interactive form provided 

me the capability to address 

this issue by layering content 

and nesting more intimate 

and sensitive sequences 

within less intimate and sensitive and more easily accessible sequences. This technique forces audiences 

to pay closer attention to the narrative and be invested in it in order to access the content of more 

intimate and private sequences. Setting this higher bar for engagement respects the intimacy and 

sensitive nature of these sequences by creating a sense of gravity around audiences’ experiences with 

their specific content. The sincerity with which the user must approach the application in order to 

interact with this content matches the sincerity of the content itself, and the user experience is 

deepened. 

The decision to layer content and nest intimate sequences was informed by both Smith’s 

indigenous project theory of remembering and JafariNaimi’s storytelling theory of reciprocity. Smith 

describes remembering as it “relates not so much to an idealized remembering of a golden past but 

more specifically to the remembering of a painful past, re-membering in terms of connecting bodies 

with place and experience, and, importantly, people’s response to that pain.”8 Giving the project layered 

content helps convey the weight of harsh realities from a painful past, connecting Ben’s body with place 

and experience, and highlighting his response to that pain in a respectful manner that honors the gravity 

of his experiences. In the application, I do not gloss over Ben’s experiences of abuse and self-
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destruction, but I also do not simply toss them in with the rest of the narrative content. They are nested 

more deeply in the application, a space in which Ben’s own words can shine through to more intimately 

portray his vivid understanding of and familiarity with his pain. These sequences intentionally lack 

nostalgic warmth. In describing reciprocity, JafariNaimi writes, “Reciprocity in the context of such 

projects reveals the ways in which researchers/artists/curators who collect stories are positioned to gain 

a lot more in these exchanges than the communities whose stories they share.”9 By layering and nesting 

intimate and private content and limiting access to certain sequences, I am lowering the risk of 

performing extraction practices and commodifying Ben’s stories of pain and suffering as a marginalized 

person. Had I chosen to highlight these sequences rather than “hide” them, I would have been surfacing 

intriguing content in a way beneficial only to me, the curator, and could have advanced unjust practices. 

To further avoid doing so, I sought feedback from Ben and Tanya at each step of the design process, 

offering up my thoughts and goals to them and providing space for them to present me with their own 

visions for the form and content of the application, down to details as specific as photo selections for 

menu pages. 

 

Third and finally, the narrative content of the linear documentary film, while inspirational, did 

not adequately address the systemic injustices relevant to Ben and Tanya’s story still present in the 

world today as modern issues of Civil Rights. The interactive form afforded me the opportunity to 

adequately address these issues by designing the content of the story arc focusing on “justice for all then 

and now” specifically to: 

1. Provide historical context of 

Auburn Avenue as the “Cradle of the 

Civil Rights Movement.” 

 

2. Connect past struggles for Civil 

Rights on Auburn Avenue to current 

struggles against modern versions of 

similar injustices. 
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3. Highlight the advantages that Ben enjoyed that allowed him to successfully overcome 

addiction and homelessness, recognizing that due to systemic injustices, many in Ben’s 

situation are far less fortunate and encounter fewer opportunities to succeed. 

 

The decision to design the content of the 

“justice” arc to perform these tasks was 

informed by both Smith’s indigenous project 

theory of storytelling and JafariNaimi’s 

storytelling theory of communion. Smith 

describes storytelling as “A useful and 

culturally appropriate way of representing 

the ‘diversities of truth’ within which the 

storyteller rather than the researcher retains 

control.”10 By adding to the application the 

informational content specific to the “justice” arc, I am attempting to represent the “diversities of truth” 

at work in Ben’s context. It would be easy to view his story as simply a lesson on the value of personal 

resilience and strength, and while that lesson is part of his story, it is certainly not the whole truth of the 

story. The “justice” arc attempts to convey the context of the story more completely, so that richer 

lessons can be learned from it, and more informed and just actions can be taken in response to it. In 

describing communion, JafariNaimi writes, 

“Partial or disengaged encounters may 

reinforce existing prejudices and 

stereotypes or create misunderstandings. 

They may deepen certainty in ones’ own 

positions and reinforce a dismissive attitude 

that reduces accounts of experiences to 

individual matters of opinion with no 

grounds for assessing their relevance to the 

matters of concern.”11 Without this story 
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arc, an audience of Ben’s story that encounters the application with a preconceived notion that 

homeless people and drug addicts have only themselves to blame for their circumstances could have 

their position reinforced by an oversimplified reading of his journey to success as a purely “up by the 

bootstraps” narrative of self-determination. The content within the “justice” arc forces audiences to 

confront the modern systemic injustices that make it difficult for others to successfully overcome 

circumstances of homelessness and addiction the way Ben did. 

 

 

Design Process 

Comparative Analysis 

 The design process for the digital interactive documentary application began with a comparative 

analysis of similar interactive narrative and interactive documentary applications. These included: 

1. Hollow: An Interactive Documentary – A 

custom-built web-based interactive narrative 

documentary about the lives of people in a 

small, economically depressed mining town in 

West Virginia.12 

2. The Good Life – A web-based interactive 

documentary built on the Klynt platform, which 

I used for this project, about the impacts of 

economic development through mining on 

towns in Namibia and Bulgaria.13 

3. Embattled Borderlands – A web-based 

interactive narrative built on the ESRI 

StoryMaps platform about the main issues 

facing the environments surrounding the 

United States’ border with Mexico.14 

I gleaned design inspirations and insights from each of 

these artifacts. First, I modeled aspects of my application’s 
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cutout and overlay visual design aesthetic, as well as the experiential nature of its content, after Hollow: 

An Interactive Documentary. Secondly, the nonlinear, three-tiered narrative structure of my application 

is similar to that of The Good Life, which is broken down into the overarching themes “uncover,” 

“experience,” and “change.” Finally, the actionable guidance provided to audiences at the conclusion of 

Embattled Borderlands helped inspire me to ensure that audiences interacting with my application 

received similar practical information on which they could act in response to it. In this regard, I added 

multiple sequences featuring brief summaries of offered services and contact information for local 

Atlanta organizations that help individuals overcome addiction and homelessness. 

 

Prototyping 

  In order to ensure that the form and content of the digital application worked together to create 

the type of interactive narrative experience that I was ultimately aiming to design, I prototyped them 

simultaneously. The process of prototyping the design form and visual aesthetics began with low fidelity, 

hand-drawn interface sketches. I sketched many different visual concepts and gathered early feedback 

from my advisor and peers to determine which rough sketches were worth pursing further and which 

could be discarded. At this point in the process, I was not concerned at all with higher-fidelity details like 

color schemes, typographical hierarchies, or image selection. I was focusing on the general layout and 

envisioned functionality of my interface, 

cultivating a broad sense of the direction I 

wanted to go in terms of basic interaction 

dynamics from screen to screen and details such 

as the placement of primary buttons and other 

interactive elements. I gradually converted these 

very basic sketches to digitally designed, higher 
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fidelity interface concepts featuring actual 

images, text, and other graphic elements. 

On the Klynt design platform, I went 

through multiple iterations of these higher 

fidelity interface concepts, eventually 

developing a visual language, color scheme, 

and basic element structure that all of the 

application’s sequences would feature. 

 The prototyping process for the 

narrative content structure also encompassed multiple iterations. I designed the first version with a 

linear progression through the documentary’s content similar to the narrative progression of the original 

film. For the second version, I divided the previously linear narrative structure into three distinct story 

arcs, and therefore drew much closer in concept to the structure of the content in the final interactive 

narrative application. In the third and mostly final version of the content structure prototype, my 

designs of the “addiction and homelessness” and “love and hope” story arcs remained mostly 

unchanged, but for the first time, I 

tweaked the design of the third arc 

focusing on justice and civil rights to 

give it a unique structure that would 

sensibly accommodate its unique 

content. The design of the content 

structure of that particular arc went 

through multiple iterations of its own before I finalized and 

implemented it within the final application.  

The final application is fundamentally composed of a 

series of interactive menus featuring music, text, images, 

buttons, and pulsars. By pressing buttons or hot spots on 

these menus, users advance through different sequences of 

videos, images, and informational text as they experience, 
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learn about, and hopefully act upon Ben and Tanya’s story. Depending on their menu selections and 

navigation patterns, users may take many different pathways through the contents of the interactive 

documentary. The application provides a significantly multimedia experience for the user who can 

expect to read text, hear music, watch videos, and physically manipulate and navigate through menus 

throughout their interactions with it. 

 

Building & Technical 

 I built the final digital interactive documentary application on Klynt, a software engineered 

specifically to empower interactive storytelling design. I discovered it during the early phases of my 

research into how I would construct the digital artifact. Klynt is an abstracted design platform built to 

empower those with limited coding experience to design and construct complex interactive narratives 

that run smoothly in standard web browsers. It proved to be an invaluable tool for me, as it allowed me 
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to focus on the design of the form and content of the interactive experience of Ben and Tanya’s story 

without devoting copious amounts of my time to determining the technical details necessary to simply 

make my application run. Klynt provides an Adobe-like design interface on which I was able to build and 

then connect timeline-based media sequences to construct an intricate and meaningful narrative 

structure. The visual layout of Klynt’s storyboard makes is easy to view and understand the network-like 

connections of media nodes, or sequences, that comprise the narrative being designed. Other features 

of the software include responsive design functionality and automated packaging for web hosting. It 

packages the entire 

application as standard 

HTML, CSS, and JavaScript 

files which can be easily 

uploaded to any standard 

web server. I would highly 

recommend the platform to 

anyone interested in 

designing and building an 

interactive experience 

similar to the one that I built 

for this project. 

I purchased the domain camefromnothingdoc.com through GoDaddy web hosting services and 

now host the final application online at that domain. It is accessible from anywhere and is responsive to 

any device’s screen size. It looks best, however, on the screen of any 9.7-inch iPad, as I calibrated its 

interface for the physical installation in Ben and Tanya’s store where it will primarily run. 

I cut, re-edited, and re-rendered all of the video files from the original documentary to optimize 

them for the web application. After some trial and error, I discovered that the “Apple TV, iPad, iPhone 4 

and newer – 720p 29.97” encoding preset within Adobe Premiere Pro CC provided the best balance of 

image quality and playback reliability within Klynt’s web packaging. Additionally, I utilized Adobe 

Photoshop CC to cut out and edit many of the images present in the application. 
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Usability Testing 

I performed usability testing on the application’s interaction designs during three unique sessions 

that I video recorded and referenced for insights into the navigation structure of its interface. I gained 

valuable feedback via a standard think-aloud protocol, particularly regarding the overall menu structure 

of the interface, as well as the navigation bar at the bottom of it. As a result of this feedback, I made 

several changes to the final version of the application in an attempt to enhance its overall navigability. 

These changes included: 

1. Expanding the height of the bottom navigation bar and increasing the font size of its text 

to make it more obviously intended for interactive use. 

2. Adding to the bottom navigation bar menu links corresponding to the three story arcs 

composing the core of the 

application’s information 

architecture for greater conceptual 

consistency. 

3. Turning off the auto play 

feature for a majority of the music 

on menus to provide the user with 

more control over the sonic 

texture of their personal 

navigation experience through the 

application outside of video 

sequences. 

 

Conclusion 

 I fully recognize that in the grand scheme of societal injustices, this project’s impact may be of 

limited scope. However, I view the project as a whole as a gesture towards justice, and in that regard, 

consider it a success. Reciprocal relationship formation is necessary for any justice to be advanced, and I 

developed friendships with both Ben and Tanya during the course of this project that will last far beyond 

my work on it. In terms of the digital artifact itself, ideally, a visitor to Ben and Tanya’s store, whether 
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they be an international tourist, a local 

resident, or a homeless person addicted to 

drugs, would discover and interact with 

the Came From Nothing application and be 

in some way positively impacted by their 

experience with it. Perhaps the 

international tourist gains a deeper 

understanding of the role of the people of 

Auburn Avenue in the advancement of 

Civil Rights throughout history. Perhaps 

the local resident comprehends more fully the difficulties the homeless and addicted people they 

encounter in their neighborhood on a regular basis face. Perhaps the homeless and drug-addicted 

person learns of previously untapped resources at their disposal to help them get off the streets. Should 

any variation of any one of these results take place now or in the future, I will consider it a gesture 

towards justice, and therefore confirmation of a successful social justice design project. 

Beyond the degree to which the project sustainably 

advances social justice through storytelling, I consider two 

other criteria as most relevant for evaluating its overall 

success. First, the overall quality of its visual and interaction 

designs, and second, the overall effectiveness of its 

employment of the capabilities of the digital medium to 

extend its impact beyond that of the original documentary 

film. 
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